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Important notice concerning this document including forward looking statements
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This document contains statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward looking statements” which are prospective in nature. These forward looking statements may be identified
by the use of forward looking terminology, or the negative thereof such as “outlook”, "plans", "expects" or "does not expect", "is expected", "continues", "assumes", "is subject to",
"budget", "scheduled", "estimates", "aims", "forecasts", "risks", "intends", "positioned", "predicts", "anticipates" or "does not anticipate", or "believes", or variations of such words or
comparable terminology and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results "may", "could", "should", “shall”, "would", "might" or "will" be taken, occur or be achieved. Such
statements are qualified in their entirety by the inherent risks and uncertainties surrounding future expectations. Forward-looking statements are not based on historical facts, but rather
on current predictions, expectations, beliefs, opinions, plans, objectives, goals, intentions and projections about future events, results of operations, prospects, financial condition and
discussions of strategy.
By their nature, forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond Glencore’s control. Forward looking statements are not
guarantees of future performance and may and often do differ materially from actual results. Important factors that could cause these uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those
discussed in Glencore’s Annual Report 2018.
Neither Glencore nor any of its associates or directors, officers or advisers, provides any representation, assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in
any forward-looking statements in this document will actually occur. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements which only speak as of the date of
this document. Other than in accordance with its legal or regulatory obligations (including under the UK Listing Rules and the Listing Requirements of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Limited), Glencore is not under any obligation and Glencore and its affiliates expressly disclaim any intention, obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. This document shall not, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the business
or affairs of Glencore since the date of this document or that the information contained herein is correct as at any time subsequent to its date.
No statement in this document is intended as a profit forecast or a profit estimate and no statement in this document should be interpreted to mean that earnings per Glencore share for
the current or future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings per Glencore share.
This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities. The making of this
document does not constitute a recommendation regarding any securities.
The companies in which Glencore plc directly and indirectly has an interest are separate and distinct legal entities. In this document, “Glencore”, “Glencore group” and “Group” are used for
convenience only where references are made to Glencore plc and its subsidiaries in general. These collective expressions are used for ease of reference only and do not imply any other
relationship between the companies. Likewise, the words “we”, “us” and “our” are also used to refer collectively to members of the Group or to those who work for them. These
expressions are also used where no useful purpose is served by identifying the particular company or companies.
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Our business model
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Key facts and figures
• Leading integrated producer and marketer of commodities, with
worldwide activities in the production, refinement, processing, third
party procurement, storage and transport of those products
• More than 90 offices in over 50 countries; operations comprise
around 150 mining and metallurgical sites, oil production assets,
farms and agricultural facilities. We employ approximately 158,000
people, including contractors
• Listed on London and Johannesburg Stock Exchanges
• Current rating BBB+ (Stable) / Baa1 (Stable)

Metals & Minerals
Copper
Cobalt
Nickel
Zinc/Lead
Ferroalloys
Aluminium
Iron Ore

Energy
Coal
Oil

Differentiated value proposition
Uniquely
diversified by
commodity,
geography
and activity
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The right
commodity
mix for
changing
needs

Wellcapitalized,
low-cost,
high-return
assets

A unique
marketing
business that
extracts value
across the
entire supply
chain

A conviction
to create
value

Significant
cash flow
generation
and
distribution
potential
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Governance and HSEC leadership
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Governance and Ethics

Following the publication of the new UK Corporate Governance Code,
the Board has established a new Ethics, Compliance and Culture
committee (ECC)
The Code introduces new provisions requiring the Board to establish the
Company’s purpose, values and strategy and ensure that these and its
culture are aligned.
The ECC will therefore:
• be responsible for Group’s ethics and compliance in place of the
audit committee
• Oversee the Group’s culture
• Monitor engagement with the Group’s employees. For this
purpose three Non-Executive Directors will have specific
geographic responsibilities
As a result, three committees are now in place to provide leadership
and oversight for the Board across the Group’s main risks – financial,
sustainability and ethical – and to support it’s wider strategic
considerations
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Compliance
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Culture of ethical behaviour and compliance driven via:

2018 performance

• Group policy framework

• 33,944 employees and contractors (2017: 31,737)
completed e-Learning training on our Code of Conduct

• Audit and ECC committees
• Training and awareness
• Monitoring
• Anti-bribery and corruption initiatives
• Sanctions programme
• Prevention of facilitation of tax evasion
• Reporting misconduct
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• 27,510 employees completed training on anti-corruption
• In 2018, 399 employees were dismissed for breaching the
Code of Conduct
• Active members of the Partnering Against Corruption
Initiative and the Maritime Anti-Corruption Network

Our strategic approach

Oversight and responsibility for sustainable development rests with the HSEC Board
Committee
Its main responsibilities are to:
• Ensure appropriate Group policies are developed in line with our Values and Code of
Conduct for the identification and management of current and emerging health, safety,
environmental and community risks
• Ensure policies are effectively communicated internally and appropriate operational
processes and procedures are developed to comply with these policies
• Evaluate the effectiveness of policy implementation and HSEC risk management
• Evaluate and oversee the quality and integrity of any reporting to external stakeholders
concerning HSEC matters
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Material topics
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2018 performance against our 2015-20 strategic priorities

HSEC pillar

Strategic priority

Safety

No fatalities

x

Health

Year-on-year reduction in the
number of new cases of
occupational diseases



Environment

No major or catastrophic
environmental incidents

Community and
Human rights
Product
stewardship
achieved X not achieved  ongoing
1

Baseline figures include Glencore Agriculture
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Strategic priority

Strategic priority

50% reduction of Group LTIFR
by the end of 2020, against
2015 baseline of 1.341



50% reduction in TRIFR by 2020
using 2014 baseline of 5.021





5% (minimum) carbon emission
intensity reduction on 2016
baseline by 2020



High water risk assets to
implement five-year water
targets for 2017–21



Implement our social value
creation strategy



Distribute Community
Leadership Programme Toolkit
to all assets



No serious human
rights incidents



Ongoing engagement with
organisations and interested
Stakeholders on responsible
sourcing



Catastrophic hazard management

Our approach
We recognise the exceptional nature of catastrophic events;
our Catastrophic and Fatal Hazard Management Policy details
our approach to their management, based on critical control
monitoring and reporting. We require catastrophic and fatal
hazards controls to be in place and regularly reviewed. Our
approach reflects international leading practice and ICMM
guidance
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Key activities during 2018

Workplace safety and health

Our approach
The health and safety of our people is our top priority and we
believe that all fatalities, injuries and occupational diseases
are preventable. Through strong safety leadership we can
create and maintain safe workplaces for all our people.
Risk management is at the heart of our approach. We let our
people know that we expect every individual, both
employees and contractors, to take responsibility for their
own safety as well as for the safety of their colleagues and
the communities in which they work.
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2018 performance

Climate change

Following engagement with the investor signatories of the Climate
Action 100+, we are furthering our commitment to the transition to a
low carbon economy(1)
• As one of the world’s largest diversified mining companies, we have a
key role in enabling transition to a low carbon economy
• We do this through our well positioned portfolio that includes copper,
cobalt, nickel, vanadium and zinc – commodities that underpin this
transition
• We aim to prioritise capital investment to grow production of
commodities essential to the energy and mobility transition
• We aim to limit our coal production capacity broadly to current levels
• Our commitment includes:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Paris-consistent capital discipline
Developing new longer-term Scope 1 and 2 reduction targets
Regular review of progress
Alignment with TCFD recommendations
Corporate climate change lobbying review
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2018 performance

Water and effluents

Our approach
We recognize access to safe and clean water and sanitation as
a human right. We seek to understand our effect on the
environment, minimize our water related impacts and ensure
that our activities do not compromise any shared use of
water.
We are committed to ensuring good water management is in
place at all of our assets, including, where required,
appropriate risk assessments, monitoring and
implementation of corrective action. We recognize that water
management is a complex issue; to understand it fully
requires a dialogue between all the multiple stakeholders
involved at each site.
Our assets consult their host communities and other relevant
local water users to find out their priorities and collaborate
on solutions.

More information available in our Water Report available in June
2019 Glencore SRI rating agencies webinar
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2018 performance

Waste and air emissions

Our approach
We work to minimize our direct and indirect impacts on the
environment, complying with or exceeding relevant
regulations and always looking for ways to improve our
performance, including reusing as much waste as possible.
We work to minimise all types of emissions from our stacks,
mining operations and processing facilities. We use
abatement systems for our air emissions to meet the
applicable threshold values.
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Key activities during 2018

Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) Management
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Our approach
• Dam Safety Assurance Programme commenced in 2016 with a foundational assessment against more than 100 criteria related to best
practice for dam safety and governance. We work in partnership with one of the world’s leading experts - Klohn Crippen Berger (KCB)
• Standards: All material TSFs are assessed against national regulations and guidelines and against criteria aligned with international
guidelines from the Canadian Dam Association (CDA), the Australian National Commission of Large Dams (ANCOLD) and the International
Commission of Large Dams (ICOLD).
• Dam Safety Audits: Regular surveillance and dam safety inspections on a quarterly to annual basis for operating sites, annual dam safety
inspections for closed sites. Full corporate audit (detailed technical / governance) every 12-18 months by KCB
• Governance: Clearly identified roles/responsibilities, change management processes, action tracking and documentation
• Verification: All corrective actions are subject to verification
We support a TSF classification system and requirements for external review, with transparent disclosure to stakeholders and
communities
• Investor Mining & Tailings Safety Initiative: We are participating in this investor led roundtable looking to establish an independent and
publically accessible international standard for tailings dams
• ICMM, United Nations Environment Programme and the Principles for Responsible Investment: We are actively engaging with this forum to
establish the an international standard on tailings storage facilities
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Human rights and grievance mechanisms

Our approach
We are committed to upholding and respecting the human
rights of our people and our local communities. We seek to
apply relevant international standards to understand, control
and mitigate the impact.
Our commitment to respect human rights in accordance with
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UN Guiding
Principles, the UN Global Compact and International Labour
Organization’s core conventions is articulated in our Code of
Conduct and Group Human Rights Policy.
We also seek to apply the Voluntary Principles on Security
and Human Rights, International Finance Corporation's
Standard 5 and ICMM’s position statement on Free and Prior
informed consent.

More information available in our Human Rights
Report - available in June
2019 Glencore SRI rating agencies webinar
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Key activities during 2018

Community engagement and social commitment compliance

Our approach
Through proactive, strategic stakeholder and community
engagement, we can support the advancement of the
interests of both our host communities and our assets. We
take a cross-functional approach to understanding and
managing our socio-economic contributions and to deliver
shared value while managing our impact on society.
Community investments are contributions to, and financial
support of, the broader communities in the regions where we
operate. We support programmes for community
development, enterprise and job creation, health, education
and the environment
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Key activities during 2018

Product stewardship

Our approach
We work with experts, industry consortia, our peers and
customers to study the properties and impacts of our
products throughout their supply chains and lifecycles, to
spread understanding of our products.
We play an active role in industry associations, which
supports our approach to producing, transporting, storing
and sourcing our products, responsibly and safely. We engage
with a broad range of stakeholders, including civil society,
governments, industrial partners and our customers, to
promote responsible commodity sourcing and meet their
information needs.
We support our approach of ongoing improvement in
commodity production by sharing learnings throughout our
supply chain.
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Key activities during 2018

Our people

Our approach
We believe that diversity is essential to our business and
prohibit discrimination on any basis. We do not tolerate any
form of racial, sexual or workplace harassment. We protect
and uphold fundamental human rights around the Group,
with fairness, dignity and respect.
We uphold the International Labour Organization Declaration
on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. We recognise
and uphold our people’s rights to a safe workplace, freedom
of association, collective representation, just compensation,
job security and development opportunities.
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Key activities during 2018

Further information
https://www.glencore.com/sustainability/reports-and-presentations
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Appendix
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Key information channels - documents

• Annual and sustainability reports
◦ Performance and progress during 2018 on our material topics
◦ Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
• GRI Databook
◦ Disclosure of data in line with Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) requirements; mapped against UN Global Compact and International
Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) principles
• Our approach to sustainability
◦ Detailed information on our approach to sustainability-related topics
• Climate Change Considerations for our Business
◦ Analysis of the robustness of our portfolio against climate-related scenarios and provides an assessment of the risks and opportunities
available to Glencore in a low-carbon economy
• Modern Slavery Statement
• Annual Payments to Government Report
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Key information channels - online

• Website
◦ Information on our material topics www.glencore.com/sustainability/
◦ Climate change www.glencore.com/sustainability/climate-change
◦ Modern Slavery Statement www.glencore.com
◦ Payments to Government report www.glencore.com/sustainability/reports-and-presentations
◦ UK gender pay gap www.glencore.com/sustainability/our-people
• Case studies and topical information:
@Glencore
facebook.com/Glencore
Glencoreplc
www.youtube/glencorevideos
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